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Human factors in telemanipulation: Perspectives from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory experience

John V. Draper
Robotics & Process Systems Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Room 125 Building 7601 MS 6304. Oak Ridge. Tennessee 37831-2008

ABSTRACT

Personnel at the Robotics and Process Systems Division (RPSD) of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) have
extensive experience designing, building, and operating teleoperators for a variety of settings, including space, battlefields,
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, and hazardous waste retrieval. In the course of the last decade and a half, the RPSD
designed, built, and operated 4 telemanipulators (M-2, ASM, LTM, CESAR arm) and operated another half dozen (M-8,
Model 50, TOS SM-229, RM-10, PaR 5000, BilArm 83A). During this period, human factors professionals have been
closely integrated with RPSD design teams, investigating telemanipulator feedback and feed forward, designing cockpits and
control rooms, training users and designers, and helping to develop performance specifications for telemanipulators. This
paper presents a brief review of this and other work, with an aim towards providing perspectives on some of the human
factors aspects of telemanipulation. The first section of the paper examines user tasks during supervisory control and
discusses how telemanipulator responsiveness determines the appropriate control metaphor for continuous manual control.
The second section provides an ecological perspective on telemanipulator feedback and feed-forward. The third section
briefly describes the RPSD control room design approach and how design projects often serve as systems integrators.

2. CONTROLS

Human factors is the science concerned with understanding how people relate to the machines they use, and it is the
technology concerned with designing machines that best match human capabilities and limitations. Telemanipulation
presents special human factors challenges because the relationship between the user and the machine is so intimate; in no
other type of system does the user completely depend on displays for feedback and ask the machine to mimic his actions,
rather than act on his decisions. The user must be able to work as if present in the remote area, when in fact he may be a great
distance from it.

Personnel at the Robotics and Process Systems Division (RPSD) of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) have
extensive experience designing, building, and operating teleoperators for a variety of settings, including space1, battlefields2,
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants3, and hazardous waste retrieval4. In the course of the last decade and a half, the RPSD
designed, built, and operated 4 telemanipulators (M-2, ASM, LTM, CESAR arm) and operated another half dozen (M-8,
Model 50, TOS SM-229, RM-10, PaR 5000, BilArm 83A); and the RPSD is currently designing other telemanipulators and
teleoperated vehicles. During this period, human factors professionals have been closely integrated with RPSD design teams,
investigating telemanipulator feedback and feed forward, designing cockpits and control rooms, training users and designers,
and helping to develop performance specifications for telemanipulators. This paper presents a brief review of this and other
work, with an aim towards providing perspectives on some human factors aspects of telemanipulation.

2.1. Telemanipulators

According to one definition, "a teleoperator is a general-purpose, dexterous, man-machine system that augments man
by projecting his manipulatory and pedipulatory capabilities across distance and through physical barriers into hostile
environments."5 Master/slave telemanipulators have been defined as "general-purpose mechanical devicefs] used by a human
user in a normal environment to extend his hand and arm manipulative capacity into a ... remote hostile environment with the
aid of direct or indirect visual observation, with movements characterized by [1] naturalness, to obviate the need for
extensive training, [2] feel, to reflect the elastic characteristics of task objects and forces exerted on them, and [3]
compliance, to follow task-constrained paths or orientations."6 These definitions emphasize three aspects of teleoperators,
and particularly telemanipuiators, that are important in distinguishing them from other systems. First, telemanipulators are
general purpose machines, capable of performing a wide array of tasks, which distinguishes them from tools like shovels,
forks, or scalpels. In fact, telemanipulators can use these tools for the specific uses for which they were intended: a
telemanipulator is a tool that uses tools. Second, telemanipulators are dexterous, having components thai allow them to
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interact with their environment, which distinguishes them from other remotely controlled systems like garage door openers.
Third, telemanipulators ere human-machine systems, combining powerful human sensory and problem-solving capabilities
with the environmental hardiness or expendability of machines, a combination that distinguishes them from robots. Because
telemanipulators take advantage of human intelligence, they are able to respond to the environment flexibly and develop new
behaviors as required, without endangering humans by requiring their presence at hazardous sites.

2.2. The Role of Human Factors/Ergonomics

Telemanipulator development may take (1) the minimalist approach that only TV viewing and a joystick coupled to a
modified industrial robot are necessary to perform tasks, (2) the more-is-better approach that attempts to provide a full
spectrum of sensory feedback and dexterity matching the human user, or (3) a mission orientation that acknowledges design
tradeoffs between capability and cost, and seeks efficient methods for doing the job. The latter approach seems most
reasonable and, therefore, the challenge for human factors practitioners in telemanipulation, along with the normal human
factors challenges, is to provide an evaluation of the performance benefits of adding telemanipulator capabilities. The
psycho-cybernetic model7'8 is useful when considering the human factors of telemanipulation in this context. The essence of
the model is that during goal-directed actions humans respond to information present in the environment (feedback) by
manipulating the environment (feed-forward). This changes the feedback and elicits another feed-forward response. Humans
conduct the feed-forward with the aim of controlling the feedback: this is a continuous or continuously sampled process that
persists until reaching some feedback goal. Perturbations occur when the expected relationship between feed-forward and
feedback is altered. During telemanipulation this occurs in three ways: (1) temporal perturbations, in which the timing of
feedback and feed-forward are different than expected; (2) spatial perturbations, in which the spatial relationships between
feedback and feed-forward are different than expected, and (3) filtering, in which the amount of information in the feedback
or feed-forward is in some way different than expected. An example of the latter occurs when users view a scene by
television: because a television presents images as mosaics with a finite number of elements, the amount of information
afforded is less than that afforded during direct viewing. In effect, the television is a low-pass filter on visual information.
Training and practice may ameliorate, but cannot eliminate, the effects of perturbations. From the psycho-cybernetic model
perspective, the goal of human factors in telemanipulation is to identify perturbations, quantify their effects, and analyze the
trade-offs of potential alternatives. The aim of the process should be to optimize the machine for its mission by reducing
perturbations as far as is economically appropriate.

2.3. Supervisory Control

In the future, artificial intelligence will become increasingly integrated into telemanipulators. This will lead to the
development of what have been termed telerobotic systems. Telemanipulators will become capable of serving as expert
assistants to the human user, completing simple tasks autonomously, or prcviding rudimentary reflexes. The circumstance
occurring when a computer makes decisions about system actions independently and the human user is responsible for
programming has been termed supervisory control.9 This implies that the system is supervising what the person does; it also
connotes circumstances in which the human communicates at a symbolic level with the machine, providing it with directions
but not continuously controlling it. At a more detailed level necessary for human factors evaluations, during supervisory
control of a telemanipulator a user carries out some varying mix of five tasks: (1) programming storing a behavioral
repertoire via symbols, including words; (2) teaching, storing a behavioral repertoire by stepping through examples; (3)
controlling, continuous manual control; (4) commanding, control via manipulating symbols to trigger behavioral repertoires;
and (5) monitoring, observing the machine carry out commands and deciding to switch to one of the other tasks as required.
Currently, the primary responsibility of the human is to provide skilled motor inputs to perform tasks requiring dexterous
manipulation of objects in the remote area, or controlling. In the foreseeable future, the intelligence added to
telemanipulators is likely to be fairly specific and will allow the machine to make decisions under limited conditions. The
purpose of this will be to assist the user in completing tasks during periods when workload is high. Autonomy may
eventually expand to allow the telemanipulator to perform tasks without motor inputs from the human; the human role in
such systems will be monitoring and commanding. The user may issue a fairly general command to the machine ("replace
module number 10") and it will execute the command while the human monitors the progress of the task and assists the
machine if necessary. However, controlling will continue to be the most important human role in telemanipulation for some
time to come.
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2.4. Control Metaphors: Arm/Hand Extension or Flying

Metaphors help us organize our thoughts about the world around us; they exert a powerful influence on our approach
to problem solving. Therefore, it is worth considering the metaphors that may be applied to telemanipulation. When the
human user is in constant manual control of a telemanipulator, one of two control metaphors may apply. The user may move
the machine as if it was an extension of his arms and hands into the remote environment (in the case of exoskeletal master
controllers, this is like donning a suit); or he may fly the end-effector as if it was a vehicle in 3-dimensional space. In the
arm/hand extension metaphor, the user makes the movements he might make to do the task by hand, and expects the machine
to mimic his movements. In the flying metaphor, the user makes control inputs and expects the end-effector to move in the
direction and at the rate he selects The performance capabilities of the machine should determine the choice of the optimal
control metaphor (arm/hand extension or flying), but a priori user preferences may also be a consideration. In either case,
control of discrete joints, whether by joystick, switches, potentiometers, or other method, should be avoided because it is
inefficient'0-"'12-'3.

Responsiveness is the ability of a manipulator to reproduce arm trajectories and impedance in time and space.
Telemanipulators fall into three categories according to how well they can follow human trajectories: (1) user-paced
telemanipulators are highly responsive and capable of executing any human trajectory in real time; (2) machine-paced
telemanipulators are moderately responsive and are capable of executing most, but not all, trajectories in real time; and (3)
non-real-time telemanipulators are not capable of keeping up with human trajectories at any pace. User-paced
telemanipulators and machine-paced telemanipulators in the upper range of responsiveness for the category are more
efficient when controlled using position control than when using rate control14-15, that is, the arm/hand extension metaphor is
better than the flying metaphor. However, the work envelope for a position controller must be adequately large to span the
task area. If the user frequently meets a work envelope barrier and must index the master and slave (indexing ratchets the
slave position relative to the master controller) performance is no better than with a rate controller. In one experiment'6,
there were no performance differences between position controllers and rate controllers for the same slave arm and subjects
complained of the constant indexing necessary to complete the task with the small-volume master controller used. Nearly all
master controller operations take place within a volume resting on the user's lap and approximately 3/4 meter wide, 3/4 meter
high, and 1 meter deep17; the work envelope should probably never be smaller than this. Rate control (the flying metaphor)
is best for machine-paced telemanipulators that are in the lower range of responsiveness for the category and non-real-time
telemanipulators, because rate control encourages slow, careful movements, and because unresponsive systems may develop
dangerous lags between master and slave, which are easier to deal with using rate control than position control.

2.5. Feedback Metaphors: Cybernetic or Experiential Telepresence

Feedback metaphors seem to depend on the interpretation of the term telepresence. In the simple definition,
telepresence means "present at a distant site" and refers to teleoperation generally. A cybernetic definition speaks of
telepresence as an index of the quality of the human-machine interface: telepresence occurs when "the operational
characteristics of the human-computer/human-telerobot interface [are] compatible with the behavioral-physiological
performance capabilities and limitations of the human user."8 High fidelity telepresence occurs in the absence of spatial and
temporal perturbations in feedback and feed forward and (presumably) telepresence fidelity is degraded as perturbations are
introduced. An experiential definition speaks of telepresence as a mental state entered when telemanipulator dexterity is
equivalent to human dexterity and sensory feedback has sufficient scope and fidelity to convince a user that he is physically
present at the remote site18. This has also been described as a "sense of being physically present with virtual objects at the
remote teleoperator site,"19 as an "illusion" occurring when the user "feels physically present at the remote site,"20 and as the
"real-time sensation of remote presence."2' The distinguishing characteristic of experiential telepresence is the mental state
involving the suspension of the user's awareness of the remoteness of the remote site.

Cybernetic telepresence fits in well with a mission-oriented approach to telemanipulation, because it considers
available feedback and feed forward to make performance predictions. Experiential telepresence is less useful, for four
reasons. First, experiential telepresence seems indistinguishable from the experience called "flow," in which a person
becomes so engrossed in his activities that he loses self-awareness22-23-24. Flow experiences may occur while working with
any system, including teleoperators that are not very dexterous and that do not provide very good sensory feedback. They
can even occur in situations where humans are not actively involved in the scenes they witness: the best examples of this are
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watching a motion picture or "by clever storytelling."25 It may be that the likelihood of encountering a flow experience
during telemanipulation increases with feedback fidelity and dexterity but other factors, perhaps including the importance of
the task, the suggestibility of the user, or even the time of day may also affect the likelihood of experiencing flow. However,
there is no evidence that experiential telepresence is a special state different from that achievable in more mundane
circumstances or that users benefit from the experience. Second, any performance benefits attributable to experiential
telepresence would be more directly attributable to feedback fidelity and dexterity without invoking an intermediary mental
state. Third, even assuming that experiential telepresence is unique and beneficial, using it as a design ideal is akin to
expecting that every airplane should be an F-15 or every automobile a Ferrari Testarossa: this approach neglects the
technological and economic realities by emphasizing an a priori design goal not related to the mission of the telemanipulator
Designing for experiential telepresence places too much emphasis on the telemanipulator and is "too narrow to deal with the
capabilities and specification of ... teleoperation."26 To continue the analogy, in some cases a Piper Cub or a pickup truck is
the optima! design solution: an F-15 would not make a good air ambulance and a Ferrari would not be effective hauling
cattle. Furthermore, it is difficult to reconcile experiential telepresence with telerobotics and supervisory control; it is hard to
imagine how a user will feel truly present and active in the remote area when watching the machine perform tasks
robotically. Fourth and finally, experiential telepresence may be counterproductive: for example, in a supervisory control
system a certain detachment may be required to keep the user from becoming so immersed in controlling that he resists
returning to monitoring. Full presentation of remote events may also be stressful and make performance poorer27. Because
experiential telepresence is redundant, encourages reference to indirectly causal relationships, and encourages a sub-optimal
design strategy, it has little utility.

3. FEEDBACK AND FEED-FORWARD

3.1. The Contingency Web

A telemanipulator, its human crew, the tasks it is designed to perform, and the environments occupied by the crew
and by the task form a very complex system. The task is embedded in the remote environment, the telemanipulator is
embedded in the task, and uV user is embedded in the lelemanipuiator and the local environment. There exists a complex
web of contingencies connecting the parts of the system and determining how each component and sub-system performs.
Neither the major components (i.e. crew, telemanipulator, task, remote environment, local environment) nor the sub-systems
comprising these components may change without sending ripples through the entire system. For example, the difference in
control metaphors has an impact on where televisison cameras should be placed and on what they should look at; for the
arm/hand extension metaphor, cameras should provide views similar to the normal human view of the hands. Cameras
should be place near the shoulders of the slave arms. For the flying metaphor, it is more appropriate to have a camera
attached to the end-effector, in a position similar to that of an aircraft cockpit. The contingency web connects telemanipulator
responsiveness to the control metaphor to camera placement, etc. This is an ecological perspective that contends that there is
no single "best way" to provide feedback or feed forward during telemanipulation; rather, the sub-systems must be matched
to provide the most efficient and economical system for completing the intended mission of the telemanipulator.

3.2. Feedback

Nowhere is need for an ecological perspective more apparent than study of feedback provided to telemanipulator
crews. Discussion of telemanipulator feedback will concentrate on two critical areas: vision systems and force feedback.
Remote viewing is essential for telemanipulation and force feedback, though not required for good telemanipulation, is
helpful in many applications. Audition may also be a useful channel but the information afforded by sound is limited and
often easily provided by visual displays. For example, one may be able to tell roughly how hard a motor is working by its
sound but a tachometer is more efficient.

Vision Systems. Mono-image television (MTV) is sufficient for telemanipulation but it provides users with one view
of remote areas to both eyes, while normal human vision includes two slightly different views because of the separation
between the eyes. This difference in images is important because it produces a cue to distances called retinal disparity. Some
researchers suggest stereoscopic television (STV) as a desirable alternative to MTV because it displays two different views of
the remote area, one to each eye, and therefore provides retinal disparity cues (and convergence cues as well). The geometric
principles involved in presenting an accurate stereoscopic representation of space and the distortions produced by failing to
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properly control viewing system geometry are well known28'29; however, the methods used by the human visual system to
prioritize and integrate the available cues in a televised scene are not as well understood. Although retinal disparity is not
available with MTV, other sources of depth information are. Therefore, it is not correct to associate depth perception solely
with STV, because depth perception is possible with MTV using cues like perspective, interposition, shadows, and object
size. The richness of all the cues available in a scene, not just the binocular ones, determines the accuracy of distance
estimates and the subjective experience of depth. As has been said, "It is obvious that in a full-cue viewing situation, where
there is a rich and redundant set of cues indicating object distances and identities, it would be possible to take away several
redundant cues without taking away depth perception."30 There is also evidence that monocular depth cues are more
powerful than binocular depth cues under some circumstances, specifically when judging distances between objects on a
single plane, and as powerful as binocular cues under most circumstances31. Furthermore, there is evidence that increasing
viewing system resolution is at least as important as providing stereoscopic images for remote handling tasks and visual
inspections32. Unfortunately, the impact of resolution has not been as thoroughly studied as the impact of stereoscopic
images, perhaps because increasing resolution requires a more extensive modification of existing televisions.

The debate on the utility of stereoscopic television for telemanipulation has two fundamental positions. One position
is that stereoscopic television affords users more information about the remote area and, therefore, must allow improved
telemanipulator performance. From this position, experiments that have failed to demonstrate the STV advantage have
lacked power or used poorly designed viewing equipment. The second position is that STV affords users more data about the
remote area, and if these data are unavailable through mono-image television or more efficiently converted to meaningful
information in the presence of STV, there will be an STV performance advantage. To date, a critical experiment comparing
these two positions has not been performed, and in fact it is difficult to imagine data that could refute the fii »t position. (A
third position holds that STV has a negative impact on telemanipulation because it induces fatigue and eyestrain, but this
may be discounted as a response to sub-optimal STV design. Systems with low data rates that cause visible flicker, large
inter-camera distances, poor image registration, heavy head gear, etc. can induce fatigue or eyestrain. This is an important
point to remember, but it should not be construed as an indictment of STV itself.)

Certain hypotheses concerning the impact of STV on telemanipulator performance may be derived from examining
the literature. First, the viewing conditions in the remote area have an impact: users seem to perform better with STV than
with MTV if the task area is obscured33. However, under these conditions the important impact of STV may be to improve
visibility rather than depth perception per se because of the positive impact of binocular concordance34. Second,
environment and task characteristics have an impact: predictable, structured tasks and environments seem to afford enough
information to make STV redundant, but unstructured or dynamic environments do not34-35-36. Third, user characteristics
have an impact, because performance seems relatively unaffected by the presence of STV after practice31, perhaps because
users become better at seeking out mono-image cues. Fourth, characteristics of the controlled system may have an impact-
less responsive manipulators require more precise positioning, because users are not able to recover as quickly from
perceptual errors. Finally, users are active information seekers37 embedded in a multi-sensory system: they may attempt to
compensate for the loss of stereoscopic information by manipulating the remote environment to test and modify their world
model. When the telemanipulator is responsive enough to allow this, binocular vision may not confer strong performance
advantages38. To summarize, the performance advantage for STV may be inversely related to image clarity, task complexity,
user skill or experience, and manipulator dexterity. However, some of these factors are not well quantified, the precise nature
of the relationship between them and performance is not clear, and the interactions among these factors are unknown. The
definition of performance is also important: STV may not improve task completion time, but it may make movements more
accurate and hence safer.

The placement of television cameras in the remote site can also be a difficult problem. Sometimes, viewing systems
have the lowest priority in design of a remote maintenance system, and as a consequence camera placement is on a space-
available basis. This can lead to cameras with lines of sight that are easily occluded by the manipulator or different than
normal lines of sight from eyes to hands. This can have a negative effect on performance7, but only outside a fairly wide
range (lines of sight within 60 degrees of the saggital plane, horizontally, and vertically from the horizon to 60 degrees above
the horizon seem to have little effect on performance with telemanipulators)39.

Force Feedback. Force feedback may be in the form of proportional force feedback or in the form of force-
distribution feedback40. Proportional force feedback presents the user with a display of force that is proportional to forces on
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the telemanipulator slave arm. Force reflection is a type of proportional force feedback in which forces applied by the slave
(remote) portion of a master/slave telemanipulator arc- displayed to the user through back-driving the master controller.
Proportional force feedback gives users a sense that is not directly analogous to any single human sense, but combines
elements of tactition and kinesthesia. Force-distribution feedback provides a display of forces that matches the distribution of
forces on the manipulator (usually the manipulator end-effector); it gi/es users a sense of touch. Some human factors
principles of dynamic tactile displays for providing force-distribution feedback have been described41, but these devices have
not been widely integrated into telemanipulators.

One experiment found some evidence for a beneficial effect of force reflection on telemanipulator performance
(defined as task time and collisions with equipment in the remote area) for simple tasks with a fairly large-scale manipulator
but "Not enough data [were] taken to show conclusively that the lack of force feedback was detrimental."42 However, the
removal of force reflection following repeated task completion led to a change in style: without force reflection, users
seemed to execute trajectories step-wise, making a movement and then checking manipulator position before making another
input, in contrast to continuous motions observed with force reflection. Another study reported data that seemed to favor
force reflection but force reflection effects were confounded with differences between the manipulators used in the force
reflecting and non-force reflecting conditions43, and a third experiment that compared a single manipulator system with and
without force reflection also found average differences that favored force reflection in the time required to complete tasks44.
A fourth experiment found that force reflection can be beneficial for users when forces in the remote area must be
controlled45, but reduces task completion time only if it doesn't reduce responsiveness. In the experiment, the time required
to complete tasks was not significantly shorter with force reflection but it produced significantly lower error rates and forces
applied to task components. A fifth experiment found completion time differences among force reflection conditions early in
an experiment that disappeared with practice46, and a more recent experiment reported similar average differences between
force reflection and non-force reflection modes, but subject performance was highly variable47.

Visual displays for proportional force feedback have been demonstrated and this work has been reviewed
elsewhere48. While visual displays are an inexpensive alternative, it seems that they place an additional burden on users'
visual channel, which is already heavily loaded during telemanipulation. Visual presentations of force information may also
be more difficult to interpret than tactile presentations. Directional auditory displays have also been investigated49.

With force-distribution feedback, there may not be an advantage in the rate of task performance, but the quality of
performance (the number of errors and failed attempts at the task and the strategy used by users) may be better4150. Without
force feedback, users make frequent imprecise attempts to grasp and operate task components but users with force feedback
make fewer attempts that were more precise and longer in duration.

Certain hypotheses may be stated based on observations from this literature and on the characteristics of humans as
processors of information. First, information provided by force feedback can be unique or it can complement information
available through other sensory channels. For example, a user attempting to tighten a bolt to a criterion torque may be able to
judge when the bolt reaches this torque by feeling the reflection of resistance to turning or by viewing the dial of a torque
wrench. When force feedback provides information that complements users" television views of the remote area, users are not
as likely to attend to force feedback since humans tend to favor vision over the other senses. Force feedback is most helpful
when it displays information that other senses (particularly vision) are unable to provide or when other displays are difficult
to interpret. The greatest advantage for force feedback should occur when forces applied to the remote area are important,
when task components require guidance or assembly in areas difficult to see with television cameras, and when viewing is
degraded by dust, gases, lens browning, or other obscuration. Second, there appear to be fundamental differences in the
strategies employed by users with and without force feedback, including step-wise trajectory inputs without force feedback
and different approaches to grasping task components. It seems that users without force feedback perform tasks more
tentatively than they do with force feedback. The ability to detect contact through force feedback may give the users a greater
feeling of safety during operations. Unfortunately, there is also a disadvantage to force feedback: it can add to the friction
and inertia of the system and thereby reduces responsiveness, or further load users' visual channels.
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3.3. Feed-forward

Human factors work in telemanipulation has concentrated on feedback, but the most important challenge for
telemanipulator designers now may be to develop adequately responsive manipulators. In an experiment that had subjects
perform a task (I) by hand with direct viewing, (2) by hand with television viewing, and (3) using a servomanipulator with
television viewing, the impact of the servomanipulator by far outweighed the impact of television36. From the perspective of
applying human performance data to the problem of specifying telemanipulator performance, few systematic studies have
been conducted. It has been hypothesized that limitations in users' ability to develop internal representations of remote space
limits telemanipulator performance51, but this seems unlikely given human ability to operate in 3-dimensional space.
Feedback mechanisms are now fairly well understood: to move forward, telemanipulator researchers must concentrate on
optimizing the performance of remote equipment. Human factors researchers can help by defining human performance
capabilities.

During teleoperation, user inputs arise from changes in hand acceleration during execution of goal-directed
trajectories. Any hand acceleration-deceleration impulse may be modeled as the summation of a set of arm link accelerations
and decelerations, which are caused by muscle contractions and vary in amplitude and frequency. Bandwidth in this context
is the range of frequencies that contribute significantly to the total acceleration-deceleration impulse, where significance is
based on amplitude. Teleoperator responsiveness is to a large extent determined by the range of acceleration-deceleration
impulse frequencies that a system can track, that is, by bandwidth. Therefore, a fundamental human factors question for
servomanipulator designers is: what is the bandwidth of human acceleration impulses applied to the master controller during
the cognitive and motor process that includes detection of positioning errors, selection of response strategies, and execution
of these strategies? Prior research about human bandwidth during manual tracking provides information about the rate of
decision-making and response execution52'53-54, and this information is important for teletnanipulators operated using the
flying metaphor. However, it is not directly applicable here to high-performance telemanipulators operated using the
arm/hand extension metaphor: the level of reduction is inappropriate because tracking data refer to the closed-loop
bandwidth of the entire human-machine system and not the open-loop, feed-forward bandwidth of an effector system.
Research about manual target acquisition tasks is more germane: teleoperator tasks may be considered as a series of target
acquisitions, each requiring planning and executing a three-dimensional trajectory to move the end-effector from a starting
point to a target in the remote area. Placing the socket of a wrench on a bolt is a good example. Removing a flange fastened
by several bolts requires an inter-related set of these target acquisitions. Target acquisition research has demonstrated some
of the invariant properties of hand trajectories55-56-57-58, but unfortunately this knowledge is difficult to translate into the
parameters teleoperator designers need, although a survey of important parameters is available59. However, this line of
inquiry provides a foundation for further teleoperator-related experimentation: target acquisition is a series of sub-
movements, each comprising an evaluation of the distance to be crossed and the accuracy required, development of a motor
program to execute the movement, and execution of the movement60.

The maximally responsive machine accepts forces and converts them to acceleration without modifying or
constraining the input. The average acceleration-deceleration impulse bandwidth for human hand movements is 5.63 Hz for
the first impulse and 9.20 Hz for subsequent impulses, and the average period is 265 ms (3.77 Hz) for the first impulse and
218 ms (4.59 Hz) for succeeding ones61. However, acceleration bandwidth during secondary sub-movements with a state-of-
the-art telemanipulator average only 3 Hz62-63. The most important causes of this low responsiveness were probably master
controller friction and inertia imposed on the user's hand, which made movement more difficult than normal. It may also be
that observing movements by television reduced the user's ability to judge distances and detect edges in the task, producing
uncertainty that may have led to a reduction in the rate of acceleration impulse production to allow for closer visual
monitoring of the movement. The best solution to this problem is to develop lighter master controllers or to sense hand
position via sensors not mounted on the arm. However, this makes it difficult to provide force reflection, although the
sacrifice may be worth the reward.

End-effector velocity is another important parameter. Users had trouble operating an early servomanipulator with a
maximum velocity of 0.61 m/s64 but their difficulties disappeared when gear reductions were changed to allow velocities up
to 0.91 m/s. During the terminal phase (57% of the time) of a task performed using a state-of-the-art telemanipulator users
moved the master controller at much lower velocities, but during the ballistic phase (43% of the time) 17% of the velocity
observations were at or above 0.76 m/s65-66. This means that a machine with a velocity limit below 0.76 m/s will pace the
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task 17% of the time during ballistic movements. However, these data were generated using a somewhat cumbersome masier
controller, and velocity might be higher for a more responsive telemanipulator.

Machine performance parameters may vary within a single machine, because users move a telemanipulator using two
joint clusters corresponding to a slewing cluster involving joints that moved long (arm) links and a fine-adjusting cluster
involving short (wrist) links67. These clusters help explain the relative robustness of telemanipulators when examining the
impact of failures on telemanipulators68. These results along with the joint velocity observations mentioned above imply that
arm joints may be relatively low frequency joints with high velocity limits and wrist joints may be high frequency joints with
low velocity limits.

3.4. Other Controls

Telemanipulator cockpits require more controls than just those for the manipulator. Transporters, tools, and television
cameras, to name a few, all require controls that must be integrated into a telemanipulator cockpit. Because telemanipulation
is a high-workload activity and aiming television cameras is an important secondary task that interferes with manipulator
control, research on alternatives to manual control of television cameras has been conducted at several facilities. Voice
control and automated end-effector tracking (cameras that automatically follow the manipulators) have been
demonstrated69-70-71 for controlling telemanipulator cameras, and controlled experiments verified that these alternatives can
improve task performance and reduce user workload7273. One interesting aspect of automated tracking is that if it is
continuous the user may lose any sense of slave arm movement74. This is easily resolved, however, by using a deadband area
around the camera aiming angle. High telemanipulator workload has also been addressed by designing telemanipulator
control rooms to include multi-operator teams75-76'77-78, and at least one short study has evaluated the nature of interactions
among the crew in such a control room79.

4. CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

Human factors specialists at the RPSD have designed several control rooms for telemanipulators (and other systems).
The RPSD approach to control room design is sy tematic and methodical, and it includes three distinct stages. In the first, a
detailed analysis of the information and control requirements of the system is completed; in the second, an analysis of tasks
to be completed by the users is made, using methods developed for nuclear power plant control rooms80 to develop an
electronic task analysis database (task network simulations may also be constructed to support this); and in the third, the
information generated in the first two phase is integrated, and used to support the design of the control room concept. The
design phase includes development of concepts for (1) control panels, (2) workstations which integrate one or more control
panels, and (3) a room layout which optimizes coordination and cooperation among crew members.

Some common-sense aspects of telemanipulator control rooms have evolved over the course of our experience. First,
the crew should not be unnecessarily encumbered; they should be free to move around the control room as they desire. The
crew is equally embedded in the telemanipulator and the environment of the control room, and they need to be free to act
within either one. Second, telemanipulation is strenuous; the system can be more efficient (i.e., provide more hours of
availability) if the crew includes at least two qualified persons, who can provide an operator and a relief. In large-scale
maintenance campaigns81, it has been possible for one person to operate the system continuously for 4 hours, but it is better
to restrict a single u^er to 2 hours of operation. Third, good task visibility is sometimes difficult to achieve during remote
viewing. It is not always possible to get a good view of a work site, and users may use several partial, or partially useful,
views of the task. This means that it is a good idea to have more than one television monitor, so that switching can be simply
attentional, without requiring a control input. Fourth, an uncluttered motion range is important for master/slave
telemanipulators, both for the safety of the user and control room equipment, and for the efficient completion of tasks.

An interesting aspect of control room designing is the systems integration function often performed, at a conceptual
level, during this process. Designers working on telemanipulators often seem to be compartmentalized, by sub-system if not
by engineering discipline. This is more often the case when design teams are drawn from several organizations than when
one group is responsible for the entire system, L it there is nearly always some degree of parochialism inherent in the design
process. At some point, all the sub-systems must be integrated in a fashion that lets the human user manage them as mission
resources; the control room concept design process is often the catalyst for this. In a way, this is appropriate: ultimately, it is
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the human crew that is responsible for the success of a telemanipulator mission, and control over every sub-system must be
effectively placed in their hands. After all, it is the human users who have the mission; the purpose of the machinery is to
help them complete it.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Human factors usually has an impact on how the human-machine interface structures the user's task and on the design
of the human-machine interface itself. In telemanipulation human factors can be an even more critical technology because
the design of the controlled system should make use of human performance data. This makes no sense in the design of, for
example, an advanced tactical aircraft because (1) there is no analogous human performance (how fast people can fly without
machines), (2) powerful natural preconceptions do not mask the mental models users develop (for example, expectations
about how arms behave, reinforced daily), and (3) the actions of most systems respond to the user's inputs but do not mimic
the users' inputs (as is the case with highest-performance telemanipulators). As has been said^, "In teleoperation, the
[human-machine] interaction ...is more than merely an exchange of information - energetic interactions are at least as
important."

The design of human-machine interfaces for telemanipulators is a demanding task because of the requirement for real-
time reproduction of hand and arm movements but at the same time designers have considerable latitude to modify the task.
In telemanipulation, television, computers, and communication links couple the user to the world in which the
servomanipulator performs. The computers allow designers to modify inputs and displays many ways: for example,
animations may be overlaid on television pictures to show parts of the environment obscured from the view of the television
camera. It is also possible to change the scale of the work: a user could repair a heart valve, replace piping in a process plant,
or capture a satellite from the same control station and within the same work envelope, if the master controllers can
communicate effectively with slave arms of appropriate size for the real-world tasks8384.

Telemanipulators are symbiotic human-robot systems that combine the capabilities of humans and robots; the ultimate
justification for deploying them is economic. Economic justifications for telemanipulators include (1) liability, (2) efficiency,
and (3) effectiveness. Liability is important where risks to worker health attend human access to work places and the
employment of telemanipulators reduces or eliminates exposure. Efficiency must consider the costs of the maintenance
approach and the difference in availability associated with competing alternatives; for human access, analysis of efficiency
must not ignore the potential costs of special procedures necessary for introducing humans into the workplace (life support,
medical care, travel to and from the site, etc.). Effectiveness is important because there are some tasks that people cannot do
and some tasks that telemanipulators cannot do. Telemanipulators will be most successful when tasks are accompanied by
hazards in the environment, require dexterity, and there is unpredictability that renders robots helpless.

Thirty years ago it was observed that the allocation of functions between humans and machines hinges on the
underlying principle that "[people] are flexible but cannot be depended upon to perform in a consistent manner whereas
machines can be depended upon to perform consistently but they have no flexibility whatsoever."85 Furthermore, while
allocation of functions depends upon the ability to compare human and machine performance, the two are in fact not
comparable but rather complementary. The three decades of development in robotics and artificial intelligence have not
altered this important point. The complementary abilities of robots, human workers, and teleoperators should all be
considered when designing methods for completing missions requiring telemanipulators.
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